The success of molecular replacement depends, in part, on the degree of similarity of the target and search molecules. We have systematically investigated this effect in cross-rotation functions for members of the aspartic proteinase family of enzymes. The influence of various parameters on peak heights was investigated for six search models using IFo sl data for two target enzymes. The beneficial effects of high-resolution data and a large radius of integration are most pronounced when target and search molecules have high-percentage identities. Correction for small differences in domain-domain orientation (typically 4-8 ° ) between search and target structures leads to only a marginal improvement in the rotationfunction peak height. There is an almost linear relationship between the structural distance, D, a parameter used in cluster analysis to define differences between three-dimensional protein structures, and the height of the cross-rotation-function peaks.
Introduction
The technique of molecular replacement has played a major role in X-ray structural studies of biological macromolecules since its introduction by Rossman & Blow (1962) . The potential application of this method in determining the unknown structure of a protein or nucleic acid, by using structure factors calculated from a structurally related molecule, has proved to be a very powerful alternative to the method of isomorphous replacement.
The search model used in molecular replacement will occasionally be derived from the structure of another crystal form of the same enzyme. More usually, it will be a structure of a homologous protein or a model based on one or more homologues. In the latter case, the success of the method will depend critically on the similarity of the search model to the target structure. Chothia & Lesk (1986) have shown that with decreasing sequence similarity there is an increasing root-mean-square (r.m.s.) deviation between equivalent atoms when the protein structures are optimally superimposed. This divergence in threedimensional structure implies that homologues become less-satisfactory models for molecular replacement as the percentage sequence identity decreases.
Although homologous proteins have been used widely in molecular replacement, few researchers have reported systematic studies using search models of differing divergence from that of the target structure. Here we report a study in which we have examined the influence of various parameters on the rotation function using the structures of several homologues of differing percentage identities. In particular, we investigate the radius of the sphere of integration in the Patterson synthesis, the effect of the resolution limits of data used, the degree of similarity between the search model and the unknown structure and the effect of rigid-body rotations within the molecule.
For this study, we have used the crystal structures of various aspartic proteinases. Aspartic proteinases comprise a family of proteolytic enzymes found in fungi, higher plants and mammals, which are generally between 320 and 340 residues in length and whose catalytic activity is dependent on two invariant aspartic acid residues. There are ten structures that have been determined by X-ray crystallography. These are porcine pepsin (Sielecki, Fedorov, Boodhoo, Andreeva & James, 1990; Cooper, Khan, Taylor, Tickle & Blundell, 1990; Abad-Zapatero, Rydel & Erickson, 1990) , pepsinogen (James & Sielecki, 1986) , calf chymosin (Strop et al., 1990; Gilliland, Winborne, Nachman & Wlodawer, 1990; Newman et al., 1991) , human renin (Sielecki et al., 1989; Dhanaraj et al., 1992) , mouse renin (Dealwis et al., 1993) , rhizopuspepsin (Suguna et al., 1987) , endothiapepsin , penicillopepsin (James & Sielecki, 1983) , yeast proteinase A (Aguilar, Badasso, Cooper, Newman & Blundell, 1993) and Mucor pusillus pepsin . The enzymes are composed mainly of /3-strands, folded into two lobes that are related by a twofold axis of pseudosymmetry that passes through the middle of the active-site cleft. Endothia  26  29  26  38 54 -* The propart of pepsinogen was removed in the comparison. The sequence differences between porcine pepsinogen and porcine pepsin arise from two residues that have been misidentified and five residues that were omitted in the pepsinogen three-dimensional structure.
The aspartic proteinases form a diverse family, in terms of both sequence identity and r.m.s, coordinate difference (Table 1) . Much of the difference between the molecules is due to variable loops on the surface of the molecule joining fl-strands. However, Sali, Veerapandian, Cooper, Foundling, Hoover & Blundell (1989) found that the endothiapepsin molecule exists in two forms that differ in orientation of part of the carboxyl-terminal domain with respect to the rest of the molecule. The same type of structural variability also accounts for some of the differences in the aspartic proteinase family in general (AbadZapatero, Rydel & Erickson, 1990; Cooper, Khan, Taylor, Tickle & Blundell, 1990; Sielecki, Fedorov, Boodhoo, Andreeva & James, 1990; Sali, Veerapandian, Cooper, Moss, Hofmann & Blundell, 1992) . The first of the two rigid bodies comprises residues 2 to 189 and 303 to 326. The second comprises residues 190 to 302. Clearly, differences in the orientation of domains between the search and target molecules may have significant effects on the rotation and translation function.
A similar analysis has been performed for crystalline Fab fragments (Cygler & Anderson, 1988) although the Patterson functions were approximated by spherical Bessel functions of maximum order 30 and the number of reflections was limited to 2500. In this paper, we present a systematic study of the effects of radius of integration, resolution, sequence divergence and domain orientation on the rotation function.
We have used a version of the fast rotation function that uses spherical Bessel functions up to order 60 and a maximum of 10 000 reflections. This allows use of a larger radius of integration with high-resolution data.
Methods
Coordinates of endothiapepsin, penicillopepsin, rhizopuspepsin, hexagonal pepsin, chymosin and pepsinogen (4APE, P2APP, P2APR, PSPEP, P2CMS, P1PSG; available from the Brookhaven Data Bank: Bernstein et al., 1977) were used as search models (Table 2) . The search models were placed in acom- mon reference frame by superimposing the coordinates in a pairwise manner on the coordinates for porcine pepsin in an arbitrary orientation. The structurally conserved regions as defined by MNYFIT (Sutcliffe, Haneef, Carney & Blundell, 1987) were used in a least-squares program XS5 (Sali, 1991) to define a rotation and translation matrix that superimposes one molecule on the other. The structure factors were calculated from these search models using GENSFC (in program suite CCP4, 1979) . The coordinates of the models were placed in a hypothetical orthogonal P1 lattice with cell edges equal to the dimension of the molecule in each direction plus 20 A so that most of the cross vectors were larger than the chosen radius of integration (Lifchitz, 1983) . The atomic temperature factors of the search models were used in the calculation as these tend to be closely related between structures and their inclusion leads to the generation of more accurate structure factors (Dodson, 1985) . It is also generally true that the amino acid residues with highest temperature factors are on the surface and are most often substituted in homologues (for a review see Bajaj & Blundell, 1984) . Thus, the effect of the temperature factors is to weigh down the differences between the search model and the target structure. These calculated structure factors were used to compute cross-rotation functions for the observed structure-factor amplitudes from the crystals of endothiapepsin and chymosin (Table 3 ). Both the observed and the calculated structure-factor amplitudes were converted into E values using ECALC (in program suite CCP4, 1979) , so that the rotation function would not be dominated by a few large intensities (Dodson, 1985; Tickle, 1985) .
The cross-rotation searches were performed using the 60-Bessel-function version of ALMN (in program suite CCP4, 1979) , based on Crowther's (1972) fast Read (1986) . using the method of Luzzatti (1952). rotation function. This program will accept a maximum of 10 000 reflections. The rotation function of endothiapepsin crystals, whose space group is P21, was calculated for a single asymmetric unit of the Eulerian cell defined by the angular ranges a = 0-180, /3 =0-180 and ~/= 0-360 °. A coarse 5 ° step size in/3 was used. For calf chymosin, whose space group is/222, the search was performed over angular ranges a=0-180, /3 =0-90 and y=0-360 ° in 2.5 ° steps. The resolution limits and radii of integration are as specified in each case. For comparison of the target molecule with the search model, structural similarity was expressed in terms of the structural distance measure D (Johnson, Sutcliffe & Blundell, 1990; Johnson, Sali & Blundell, 1990) . This expression combines both the r.m.s. distance and number of a-carbon atoms found to be topologically equivalent within a 3.5 A cutoff distance. It is defined as
where'
PFTE, the pairwise fractional topological equivalence, was obtained by dividing the number of equivalences (Johnson, Sutcliffe & Blundell, 1990; Johnson, Sali & Blundell, 1990 ) by the total number of main-chain a-carbon positions in the smaller structure. The r.m.s, distance over these equivalences was converted into a similarity measure, SRMS, through the expression 1-(RMS/3.5). The effect of w is to moderate the influence of PFTE on the function at small distances (close relationships) where the SRMS provides a better representation of the relationship; similarly, at larger distances where PFTE gives a better representation, the purpose of w is to moderate the contribution of the SRMS to the function. Both the number of topological equivalences and the r.m.s. distance between two structures were obtained from a pair-wise least-squares superposition using SFIT (Johnson, Sali & Blundell, 1990 ) based generally on MNYFIT (Sutcliffe, Haneef, Carney & Blundell, 1987 ).
Results

Effect of the radii of integration on the rotation function
The radii of integration used in the rotation function are chosen to include a large proportion of 'self' (intramolecular) vectors but to minimize the number of'cross' (intermolecular) vectors arising from neighbouring molecules (Blow, 1985) . The choice is influenced by solvent content, space group, molecular shape etc. Although 'cross' vectors can be avoided in the search-model Patterson by careful choice of the unit-cell size (Lifchitz, 1983) , they cannot be completely avoided in the target Patterson function. This is especially true for ellipsoidal molecules such as the aspartic proteinases (major axis 60 and minor axis 30 A).
To test the influence of the outer radius of integration, rotation functions employing the endothiapepsin and calf chymosin observed structure-factor amplitudes were calculated using the various search models. The value for the outer radius of integration was varied between 15 and 35 A. The inner radius was maintained at 6 A. The resolution range of data was 20 to 3 A. The results are shown in Fig. 1 .
The dimensionless ratio of peak height/RMS was used to obtain a scale-invariant measure of the Patterson overlap function. Here RMS is the root weighted mean-square deviation of the rotationfunction-map values from their weighted mean, the weight factor sin/3 being the metric in Eulerianangle space (Navaza, 1987) .
The position of the highest peak in the rotation function was relatively insensitive to the change in the outer radius of integration. However, the highest values for peak height/RMS were obtained for an outer radius of approximately 30 A.
This is approximately the same size as the smallest dimension of the molecule and about 50% of the greatest dimension. For an approximately spherical molecule, the outer radius of integration should be 75-80% of the diameter of the molecule (Blow, 1985) . For an ellipsoidal molecule, it may be preferable to use an outer radius much smaller than the greatest dimension. The ability to integrate over a nonspherical shape function would possibly be advantageous, Clearly, the expectation that increasing the radius of integration well beyond the separation of the search molecules would rapidly reduce the height/RMS owing to the inclusion of search-model cross vectors does not appear to be borne out by these data.
The highest peak height/RMS was reduced in all cases when the outer radius of integration was lowered to 15 A.. The largest variation in height/RMS with resolution occurred for molecules with the greatest percentage sequence identity. When the penicillopepsin search model was used with the endothiapepsin observed structure-factor amplitudes (sequence identity of 53% between the target molecule and search model; 
pepsin versus chymosin rotation function in which search molecules have 58% sequence identity.
In contrast, for molecules with low percentage identity, varying the outer radius of integration has very little effect on the peak height/RMS. The curve for the endothiapepsin search model against calf chymosin observed X-ray data is almost independent of the outer radius (Fig. lb) . In these studies, the inner radius of integration, which removes the origin peak of the Patterson function, was maintained at a constant value.
Although for an average unit-cell shape it is not essential to omit the origin in Patterson space because it serves only to add a constant positive term to the rotation function (Blow, 1985) , this may be necessary in the case of very flattened or elongated unit cells. In this case, it can give false overlaps with neighbouring unit cells if the radius of integration is too large.
In the molecular replacement of calf chymosin, an inner radius of 6 A was found to be optimal (Newman et aI., 1991) . In contrast, during molecular-replacement studies on the aspartic proteinase A from Saccharomyces cerevisiae, two peaks corresponding to two molecules in the asymmetric unit could only be found when no inner cutoff in the Patterson overlap was applied (Aguilar et al., 1993) . The search model used for this study was porcine pepsin which has 39% sequence identity with aspartic proteinase A. (Dodson, 1985) . The inner radius was 6/~. The resolution limits of data used were 3 to 20/~. Rotation functions were calculated using observed structure-factor amplitudes (a) for endothiapepsin (space group P21) and (b) for calf chymosin (space group I222). Search models used are denoted by: PP porcine pepsin; PG porcine pepsinogen; BC calf chymosin; PH rhizopuspepsin; PE penicillopepsin; EN endothiapepsin.
Effect of the resolution limits on the rotation function
The resolution limits control the number of diffraction terms to be included in the Patterson summations. The coordinate difference between the target molecule and the search model necessitates the omission of the high-resolution terms. It has been suggested that the ideal higher-resolution limit is approximately two or three times the expected mean coordinate difference (Blow, 1985) .
To assess the effect of the resolution limits of the X-ray data on the rotation function, a series of calculations were performed using the various search models against the endothiapepsin and calf chymosin structure-factor amplitudes. The higher-resolution limit was varied between 4.5 and 2.5/~. The lowerresolution limit was maintained at 20/~. The inner and outer radii of integration were 6 and 30/~, respectively, for all calculations.
One clear peak was observed in each of the rotation-function maps. When the higher-resolution limit of the data was varied within the range 4.5-2.5/~, the position of the peak did not appear to be significantly affected. The highest peak height/RMS was influenced by the higher-resolution limit (Fig. 2) . For all rotation functions calculated, better results were obtained by including the higher-resolution data. The peak height/RMS increases by a factor of 1.6 as the resolution is increased from 4.5 to 3.0 A for the penicillopepsin search model with the endothiapepsin data.
The influence of the higher-resolution limit appears to be largest when the structural similarity between (Dodson, 1985) . The lower-resolution limit was 20/~. The radii of integration were 6 to 30 ti. Rotation functions were calculated using observed structure-factor amplitudes (a) for endothiapepsin (space group P21) and (b) for calf chymosin (space group I222). Search-model symbols are as in Fig. 1 .
the target molecule and the search model is greatest and decreases as the similarity decreases. Variation of the higher-resolution limit has an insignificant effect when endothiapepsin is used as a search model against the calf chymosin target molecule (with only 28% sequence identity; Table 1 ). This observation is probably due to the fact that differences between homologous structures, such as relative shifts between the secondary-structure elements and variations of side-chain conformation become more apparent at high resolution. Thus, for dissimilar structures, inclusion of high-resolution data serves to highlight these differences and so does not lead to an improvement in Patterson overlap. Fig. 2 indicates no support for the hypothesis that high-resolution terms decrease the peak-to-noise ratio. However, there is no significant increase in height/RMS for any model on increasing the resolution from 3 to 2.5 A.
Effect of structural similarity on the rotation function
The success of the rotation function depends heavily on the existence of a closely related search model.
All rotation functions calculated have produced distinct solutions. (Table 4 ) despite the low percentage of sequence identities (-26%) in some cases. Figs. 3(a) and (b) show plots of highest peak versus fl-section for the rotation functions calculated using the endothiapepsin and calf chymosin Fob s data.
The points belonging to the peak extend over a range of sections. The range was generally less than 20 ° but extended over 30 ° for very strong peaks, e.g. chymosin model versus chymosin Fob s data. Some fl-sections containing the highest peaks are shown in Fig. 4 .
After the rotation corresponding to the peak maximum was applied, the angular component of the screw transformation needed to superimpose the model on the target coordinates (i.e. the error in the rotation-function solution, A) was calculated.
The transformed search models were found to be positioned to within a few degrees of the target coordinates. The search models used with the calf chymosin structure-factor amplitudes gave errors (A) that ranged from 1.2 to 2.0 ° . This error is clearly smaller than the 2.5 ° step size of the Eulerian angles used in the rotation function and should be within the radius of convergence of rigid-body refinement (Sussman, Holbrook, Church & Kim, 1977) .
A maximum deviation of 2.2 ° was observed for the pepsinogen search model in the rotation function calculated for endothiapepsin X-ray data; this may be caused either by the presence of the propeptide segment or by the rigid-body rotation.
The maximum peak height/RMS values obtained in the rotation function increased with increasing percentage sequence identity between the target and search molecules (Table 4) . As expected, the fungal search models gave the best results in the rotation functions using the endothiapepsin observed structure-factor amplitudes (approximate sequence identity 40-50%; Table 1 ), whilst the mammalian search models were superior for the calf chymosin X-ray data (58% sequence identity between porcine pepsin and calf chymosin; Table 1 ).
To quantify the similarity between the target molecule and the search model, the structural distance measure D was used. This had previously been shown to be useful in cluster analysis of proteins on the basis of their three-dimensional structures (Johnson, Sutcliffe & Blundell, 1990) .
The structural distance measure D of each search model with respect to the endothiapepsin and calf chymosin target molecules was calculated and plotted against the maximum peak height/RMS obtained in the corresponding rotation function (Fig. 5) . As can be seen, there is a remarkably linear relationship between the rotation-function peak height and the structural distance measure D. A straight line was fitted to these points by linear regression. The maximum values obtained in the rotation function were those when endothiapepsin or calf chymosin were used as search molecules (D = 0).
These results serve to emphasize the importance of structural similarity between the search model and the unknown target molecule in the rotation function. Clearly, use of the parameter D helps to rationalize rotation-function results obtained with different search models.
Effect of rigid-body fitting on the rotation function
Rigid-body movements of approximately one third of the molecule (residues 190-302) account for some of the structural differences between the aspartic proteinases (Sali et al., 1992) . These movements differ in both magnitude and direction (12.7 ° rigid-body shift between endothiapepsin and hexagonal porcine pepsin but only 3.7 ° shift between calf chymosin and hexagonal porcine pepsin). To examine the effect of these rigid-body movements on the rotation function, calculations were repeated using search models that had these relative shifts removed. This was achieved by separately superimposing all the search models as two rigid groups on the target endothiapepsin and calf chymosin coordinates, respectively, prior to calculation of the rotation function.
The results are shown in Table 5 . Before the rigidbody fitting procedure, the peaks were distributed over a wider range of a,/3 and 3' values (See Table  4 for comparison). The effects of rigid-body fitting can also be observed in the general improvement shown by A values, where A is the error in the rotation-function solution.
There is only a slight difference in the peak height/RMS when the rigid-body movements are subtracted from the search models, indicating that the Patterson superposition has improved slightly. This may be due to the changes to vectors that occur between rigid bodies 1 and 2.
To assess the effect of having a model that comprises only part of the unknown target molecule, the rotation functions were repeated using either rigid body 1 or rigid body 2. Both rigid groups had been previously independently superimposed onto either the target endothiapepsin or calf chymosin coordinates. Rotation functions were calculated using E values with ALMN (Dodson, 1985) . The radii of integration and resolution limits were 6 to 30 A and 3 to 20 ,~, respectively. These values were found to be optimal for the aspartic proteinases. Rotation functions were calculated using observed structure-factor amplitudes (a) for endothiapepsin (space group P2t) and (b) for calf chymosin (space group I222). Search-model symbols are as in Fig. 1 . 
(a)
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, Tickle, unpublished) . Conditions are given in Fig. 3 and Table 4 .
When rigid body 1 was used, corresponding to approximately two thirds of the molecule, this produced the correct solution for all the rotation-function calculations. All peaks coincided to within a few degrees, but the peak heights/RMS were generally reduced by approximately 20-30% compared with the results obtained with a complete search model. However, rigid body 2 gave only poor results. For example, solutions were obtained when rigid body 2 from hexagonal porcine pepsin and calf chymosin were used as search models against calf chymosin X-ray data. The peak heights/RMS were greatly reduced compared with the entire model. The rotation functions calculated using endothiapepsin X-ray data Fig. 1 . Other details and conditions are given in Fig. 3 and Table 4 .
were completely featureless for all rigid body 2 search models. The fact that correct solutions were obtained using rigid body 1 but not rigid body 2 is probably due to the fact that the C-terminal lobe has undergone much greater divergence among the aspartic proteinases. In addition, since the rigid group 2 represents only one third of the molecule, the calculated Patterson function will contain approximately only one ninth of the peaks for the full molecule. The rotation-function solution would therefore be expected to have a low signal/noise ratio, as is observed.
Concluding remarks
By maintaining the Patterson-function inner radius at 6 A and varying the outer radius for different search models, we found that the optimum value was around 30 A. This is approximately equal to half the largest dimension of the molecule. Reflection data in the range 20 to 3.0/~ were used for this analysis. As the radius of integration is increased towards 30/~, the rotation-function peaks improve more forcases where search and target structures are most similar. The improvement in height/RMS is considerably less notable for enzymes with percentage identities with the target molecule of ---30%. Increasing the radius of integration well beyond the separation of the molecular boundaries in the target lattice, with the inherent danger of incorporating cross vectors in the summation, does not appear to be deleterious, at least in the cases that we have examined. There appears only to be a slight fall off in the height/RMS ratio as the radius of integration increases from 30 to 35 A. Maintaining the low-resolution cutoff at 20/~, and varying the outer limit from 4.5 to 2.5 A gives an optimum value at 3.0 A in many cases. As the resolution of the data is increased beyond this point, there appears to be no sign of a sharp decrease in height/RMS ratio. In fact, for cases where search and target molecules exhibit a high degree of homology, there are worthwhile improvements in peak height as the outer resolution limit is increased beyond 3.0 A. This finding lends no support to suggestions that inclusion of high-resolution data may be detrimental to the rotation function (see above) even when search and target structures have low sequence identity. The effects of resolution are likely to be problem-specific since Cygler & Anderson (1988) found that increasing the resolution limit beyond 4.0/~ with Fab fragments leads to no improvement in the peak height. However, limitations in the 30-Bessel-function version of Crowther's program (Crowther, 1972) used in their analysis meant that use of high-resolution data necessitated lowering the outer radius of integration. Hence, their results may not be strictly comparable with ours.
One observation we have made in this and a number of other structural analyses (see, for example, Cooper, Khan, Taylor, Tickle & Blundell, 1990 ) is that enzymes that have almost identical percentage sequence identities can give very different results when used as search models in the rotation function. For example, when using the endothiapepsin and penicillopepsin models in the rotation search for chymosin, significantly different peak heights were obtained despite both models having almost equal percentage identity to the target enzyme. Therefore, measures of structural similarity that incorporate information other than the sequence identity are necessary to rationalize the behaviour of some search models in the rotation function. Our finding that the peak heights for different search models are related by a straight line of negative gradient to the structural distance, D, indicates that this will be an informative parameter in other retrospective analyses.
Correcting for the differences in domain orientation of the target and search molecule was found to cause a slight improvement in the height/RMS ratio. Although domain movements in the aspartic proteinase family are usually quite small (typically 4-8°), the effects would be expected to be large at the periphery of the molecule. The fact that correcting for rigid-body movement does not lead to a major improvement in peak height indicates that the smaller domain (segment 190-302) makes very little contribution to the rotation function. Rigid group 2 alone fails to produce the correct peak when used as the search model. In contrast, rigid group 1 yields essentially the correct solution in every test although the peak height is somewhat lower than with the complete search model. It therefore appears that rigid group 2 makes such a small contribution to the rotation function that the peak heights obtained with a complete search model are insensitive to the orientation of this domain relative to rigid group 1. This effect may be due not only to the smaller size of this domain but also to the low-percentage sequence identity between the enzymes within rigid group 2.
Introduction
A well known problem in crystallography is the determination of nonisomorphic n-dimensional space groups. According to Ascher & Janner (1965) , a space group G can be interpreted as a group extension ofZ n by a finite subgroup F(K) c G1 (n, 7/), a faithful representation of a point group K c O(n). In this formalism, all nonisomorphic extensions of 7/n can be obtained by taking one representative F(K ) of each arithmetic equivalence class, which consists of conjugate subgroups of G1 (n, 7/). Note that group extensions for arithmetically nonequivalent point groups are not isomorphic. For each representative arithmetic point group F(K), all nonequivalent extensions can be determined. For this construction,
